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2.1 GRANNY FIXIT AND THE PIRATE

A/Colours

Colour the parrots:

PINK BLUE

GREY PURPLE

GREEN YELLOW
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B/Pirate Hat

Colour the parrots:

Source and the instructions:

https://www.birthdayinabox.com/pages/pirate-party-cra� s-pirate-hat-cra� 

c)

e)

a) b)

d)

f)
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2.2 SOPHIE’S DREAM

A/Odd One Out

Which word does not belong to the group and why?

Example: car, lorry, bicycle, tractor
Bicycle does not belong because it does not need fuel.

clown, car, ballet dancer, juggler
monkey, lion, robot, elephant
pencil, trumpet, piano, drum 
elephant, lion, dog, monkey
monkey, rabbit, cat, dog
lion, kangaroo, gira� e, zebra

KEY to A:
clown, car, ballet dancer, juggler – car is a vehicle, others are jobs
monkey, lion, robot, elephant – robot is a machine, others are animals
pencil, trumpet, piano, drum – we use pencil to write with, others are musical instruments 
elephant, lion, dog, monkey – dog is a domestic animal, others are wild animals
monkey, rabbit, cat, dog – monkey is a wild animal, others are domestic animals 
lion, kangaroo, gira� e, zebra – kangaroo lives in Australia, the other animals live in Africa
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T _ _ M _ _ T F _ EN _ H HO _ _ P _ _ N _

V _ _ _ IN _ AX _ _ _ ON _ C _ M _ _ L _

R _COR _ _ R _ _ U _ S G _ I _ A _

B/Musical instruments 

Can you name the musical instruments?

KEY to B: trumpet, French horn, piano, violin, saxophone, cymbals, recorder, drums, guitar.
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a juggler is a thing
who performs di�  cult physical acts such as 
jumping and balancing, especially in a circus, 
such as walking on a wire high above the ground

an acrobat is a name which is the main tent in a circus

a circus is a person who is a sister of one's father or mother

an aunt is a person for a travelling company of acrobats, clowns, and 
jugglers

an uncle is a place who can throw several objects into the air, catch 
them, and keep them moving

the big top is a person who is a brother of one's father or mother

Source of de� nitions https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english

KEY to A:

a juggler is a person who can throw several objects into the air, catch them, and keep them moving 

an acrobat is a person who performs di�  cult physical acts such as jumping and balancing, 
especially in a circus, such as walking on a wire high above the ground

a circus is a name for a travelling company of acrobats, clowns, and jugglers

an aunt is a person who is a sister of one's father or mother 

an uncle is a person who is a brother of one's father or mother 

the big top is a place which is the main tent in a circus

2.3 PB3 AND COCO THE CLOWN

A/De� ne a word. Match the word with what it is and what it does/who it is.

an example: a magician is a person who performs tricks of illusions
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KEY to B:
Word le� : circus

KEY to C:
1. I like playing with John or Angelica.
2. Newspaper Eddy
3. � ey agree not come late.
4. You can buy cheap ink in this shop.
5. � is is Trueblue company.

B/Cross out two words in the box for each clue. � en write down which word is le� .

Two colours
Two body parts
Two animals
Two meals
Two pieces of clothes
Two things to travel on
Two jobs

 lion orange lunch acrobat nose

 circus elephant motorhome trousers juggler

 mouth spaceship breakfast coat grey

Word le� :

C/Find the hidden colours.

1. I like playing with John or Angelica.
2. Newspaper Eddy
3. � ey agree not come late.
4. You can buy cheap ink in this shop.
5. � is is Trueblue company.
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2.4 ANNE OF GREEN GABLES

A/What do you know about Canada?

1. Which continent is Canada on?
a) Europe
b) Africa
c) North America
d) South America

2. How many o�  cial languages are used in Canada?
a) one
b) two
c) three
d) four

3. � e Canadian � ag has a tree leaf in the centre. Which tree?
a) elm
b) palm
c) maple
d) oak

4. Which animal is given an o�  cial status as an emblem of Canada?
a) the grizzly bear
b) the beaver
c) the moose
d) the bison

5. Which languages are o�  cial languages of Canada?
a) English
b) English and French
c) English, French and Spanish
d) English, Spanish, French and Russian

6. What is the capital city of Canada?
a) Calgary
b) Montreal
c) Ottawa
d) Toronto
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7. When is the national day of Canada?
a) June, 1st
b) July, 1st 
c) August, 1st
d) September, 1st

8. Which is one of the most famous tourist attractions in Canada?
a) pyramids in Giza
b) Machu Picchu
c) Niagara Falls
d) Taj Mahal

9. Native inhabitants of Canada , the Inuit, typically lived in:
a) blocks of � ats
b) igloos
c) tree houses
d) straw houses

10. Canada is the ______ largest country in the world:
a) � � h
b) third
c) fourth
d) second

KEY to A:
1C, 2B, 3C, 4B, 5B, 6C, 7B, 8C, 9C, 10D
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B/ODD ONE OUT ABOUT CANADA

1. Toronto Vancouver Seattle Calgary
2. moose camel  cougar black bear
3. Paci� c Ocean Arctic Ocean Labrador Sea Indian Ocean
4. cricket  ice hockey soccer basketball
5. Niagara Falls Disney World Toronto´s CN Tower  Rocky Mountains

C/ Make a list of attractions you would present to foreigners in Slovakia/your city. � ink 
about the food you would o� er them and what cultural events you would suggest 
visiting.

Slovakia

Your city/town

Culture/Food

KEY to B:
1 Seattle, 2 camel, 3 Indian Ocean, 4 cricket, 5 Disney World

KEY to C:
free answers
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2.5 IN SEARCH OF MISSING FRIEND

A/Friendship Frazzle

Do the quiz and discuss your answers with friends or family. 
What do you do when…

1. You and your friend meet in the park. Your friend waits for you while you go to the restroom. 
When you return, your friend is gone and not answering your phone call.
a) You are upset. Tomorrow at school your friend will have to explain.
b)  You call the police. Something bad must have happened to your friend.
c)  You call your Mum and ask for advice.
d)  You go to your friend’s home to � nd out.

2. You asked your friend to help you with English and they said they were busy. Now your 
friend wants help with math homework.
a)  You help but point out to them that they didn’t help you when you asked.
b) You help them, hoping your friend feels sorry now.
c) You say this time you are busy. Serves them right.

3.  Your friend picks on a classmate. 
a)  You tell your friend you don’t like it.
b)  You say nothing but feel wrong.
c)  It’s OK. It’s just fun.
d)  It’s not OK but that classmate is annoying.
e)  It’s not OK but no one is perfect.

4.  Your friend tells you they are busy in the a� ernoon but later you see them with some other 
friends.
a)  You go to them and challenge them about it.
b)  You are hurt and confused. You go home and feel miserable.
c)  You are hurt and decide to do the same to them.
d)  � e next day at school you say nothing but don’t talk to your friend much.

5.  You like being with your friend alone but whenever you meet a group of your schoolmates, 
your friend starts showing o�  while ignoring you.
a)  You say nothing but are very hurt.
b)  You try to attract your friend’s attention.
c)  You go away.
d)  You tell your friend later how you feel.
e)  You drop this friend – a� er all, your friend seems to be interested in you only when no one 

else is around.
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6.  Your good friend keeps inviting you to come to their house. You like your friend very much 
but feel uneasy around his family.
a)  You keep making excuses.
b)  You politely refuse and keep silent when your friend asks why.
c)  You tell your friend very gently about how you feel.

7.  Lately, your friend seems to be distracted and in a bad mood. You think something is wrong.
a)  You tell the class teacher.
b)  You tell your parents.
c)  You tell your friend’s parents.
d)  You keep it to yourself because telling is betraying your friend.
e)  You keep it to yourself because you have no real information.
f)  You talk to your friend and ask them directly.

8.  Two of your friends have fallen out. 
a)  You take the side you agree with.
b)  You talk to them both but separately.
c)  You try to help them get back together.
d)  You ignore them both.

9.  Someone is gossiping about your friend.
a)  You say nothing.
b)  You speak up and defend your friend.
c)  You join in with the gossip because it’s true.
d)  You listen and tell the friend later.

10. For you, the most important thing about friendship is...
a)  spending fun time together.
b)  always being there for each other.
c)  having the same likes and hobbies.
d)  the feeling someone likes you.

KEY to A: free answers
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B/Crazy inventions

Cut the cards and mix them together. Play a game Crazy Inventions (loosely based on Snake Oil 
game). First, each player draws 10 random word cards. Out of these, everyone chooses and combines 
2 cards to create an invention. Finally, everyone promotes their invention by describing what it can 
do and why it is needed in today’s world. 

bicycle bikini camera chair

book boomerang candy chili

bridge broom brush chocolate

candle carpet carrot clock

car catapult chain cloud

boots bottle bus coin

box bubble bra concert

bracelet brain brick cream

acid bacon bacteria crown

alarm alcohol bag cup

alien anchor angel dance

anger animal balloon detector

banana art basket diamond

beads axe blanket diary
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donkey fairy door � lm

face dragon dream � nger

� re � sh � ower � ute

fork drum fur future

ghost glasses dust hair

ear hamster elephant handcu� s

helmet hat honey kiss

jewel juice karate knife

ladder lamp hormone magnet

map horse marshmallow mask

house mirror hurricane monkey

ice monster moon star

insect muscle jacket music

mystery nest night pyjamas

pants paper panda pearl

pepper parrot party pen

perfume pet photo pill
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pillow pool popcorn pudding

pumpkin purse rain recipe

ribbon ring rubber salad

river road sand sauna

robot rock school seed

shampoo smile smoke snow

sofa shirt shoes song

spaghetti shower spider story

street silence sugar sun

skeleton sword table tattoo

test tiger sky toilet

tooth sleep tornado tree

virus volcano unicorn wall

web water wheel wind

wings vaccine window friend

rocket page sound mud

math hero teacher heart
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C/Giving directions

Look at the park plan and label the places:
1. ponds (you can give them names) 4. lawns
2. tennis court 5. café
3. basketball courts 6. picnic areas

You and your friend/ a family member want to meet in the park. One of you is in the park 
(choose a place and do not tell your friend). Your friend is standing at the entrance and cannot 
� nd you. Give him/her instructions by mobile phone and help them to � nd the place where you 
are standing. Once your friend � nds the place, change roles.

Example: – Go straight on and when you get to the pond, turn to the right …
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2.6 POLYANNA

A/Read the letter which Pollyanna wrote to Marry and John and � ll in the gaps with the 
correct verb form A, B or C.

Dear Mary and John,

I am writing to you to ask if you can help a nice little boy to � nd a home. You a) ______ me before I 
b) _____ to live with aunt Polly, so maybe you will be able to help this boy too.

His name is Jimmy Bean and he is almost eleven years old. He c) ______ a mother and a father and at 
the moment he d) _____ in a children’s home. Unfortunately, there are too many children there now 
and he has to leave. He has nowhere to go.

Jimmy is a sweet boy. He is very hard-working and honest. He o� en e) _____ younger children. 
He f) _____ a lot and can be very funny.
Do you know a family that could take him to be their son? I am sure they will like him when they 
g) _____ him. If they don’t have any children, he h) _____ their house a true home!

With best wishes,
Pollyanna

a) A. helped B. help C. helping

b) A. come B. came C. coming

c) A. don’t have B. isn’t having C. doesn’t have

d) A. is living B. lives C. lived

e) A. is o� en helping B. o� en help C. o� en helps

f) A. laughs B. laugh C. is laughing

g) A. will meet him B. meets him C. meet him

h) A. make B. will make C. makes

KEY to A:
a) A, b) B, c) A, d) A, e) C, f) A, g) C, h) B
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B/Match the words below with their de� nitions.

 1. roof a) a liquid food made by boiling meat or vegetables in water, o� en eaten 
as the � rst course of a meal

 2. hill b) the brother of your mother or father

 3. tears c) a written or spoken piece of information that you send to somebody 
or leave for somebody

 4. noise d) a piece of metal with a special shape used for locking a door

 5. niece e) the structure that covers or forms the top of a building

 6. � y f) drops of liquid that come out of your eyes when you are crying

 7. crutches g) an area of land that is higher than the land around it, but not as high 
as a mountain

 8. rainbow h) the sister of your father or mother

 9. kitten ch) a sound, especially one that is loud or unpleasant

10. neighbor i) a young cat

11. aunt j) di� erent colors that appear in the sky when the sun shines through rain

12. key k) long sticks that you put under your arms to help you walk a� er you have 
injured your leg or foot

13. message l) the daughter of your sister or brother

14. uncle m) a person who lives next to you or near you

15. soup n) a small insect with two wings

1 __, 2 __, 3 __, 4 __, 5 __, 6 __, 7 __, 8 __, 9 __, 10 __, 11 __, 12 __, 13 __, 14 __, 15 __

KEY to B:
1E, 2G, 3F, 4I, 5M, 6 O, 7L, 8K, 9J, 10N, 11H, 12D, 13C, 14B, 15A
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2.7 HARRY AND THE ELECTRICAL PROBLEM

A/Match the words in the columns to make phrases

police o� 
power meal
electric out
evening cut
pull cable
run station

B/Solve the crossword

 1. a common food made from � our, water, and usually yeast, o� en eaten with butter
 2. part of a body between a neck and the top of arm
 3. food made from milk, usually yellow (mice like it)
 4. to use a knife, pair of scissors / stop something working
 5. something unexpected (e.g. a present)
 6. the energy from the sun, a lamp
 7. to make the noise with your voice that shows you think something is funny, smile
 8. (to) start
 9. to move by putting one foot in front of the other
10. the part of a building that is below the level of the ground

2

3 10 

1 4 5 9

6 7

C C C 8
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C/Fill in the following words into the mind map

arrest, bullying, chief detective, criminals, detective, follow, hacking, investigate, judge, kidnapping, pick 
pocketing, police station, prison, ransom, robbery, shopli� er, shopli� ing, smuggler, smuggling, steal, 
terrorism, thief, vandal, vandalism, victim, witness

� en add some words on your own.

ransom

CRIMEhacking

PLACES

PEOPLE

witness

vandal

chief detective

ACTIONS
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KEY to A:
Police station, power station, electric cable, evening meal, pull o� , run out

KEY to B:

S2

H C3 B10

B1 O H C4 S5 W9 A
R U E U U L6 L7 A S
E L E C T R I C C A B8 L E
A D S P G U E K M
D E E R H G G E

R I T H I N
S N T
E

KEY to B:
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2.8 HARRY AND THE EGYPTIAN TOMB

A/� e words are written backwords. Write the letters in the correct order in the slots below.

dlog hoarahp ymmum shpylgoreih bmot dimaryp

B/Match each picture 1-8 with the correct word a-h.

a) gold coins b) a pharaoh c) a tomb d) jewellery
e) a pyramid f)  a mummy g) hieroglyphs h) a sphynx

1.______ , 2.______ , 3. ______ , 4. ______ , 5. ______ , 6. ______ , 7. ______ , 8. ______

1) 2) 3) 

4) 5) 6) 

7) 8) 

KEY to A: 1 gold, 2 pharaoh, 3 mummy 4 hieroglyphs 5 tomb, 6 pyramid
KEY to B: 1b, 2f, 3e, 4d, 5h, 6g, 7c, 8a
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2.9 JUNGLE BOOK

A/Match each picture 1-6 with the correct lexical item a-f. 

a) a pack of wolves b) a family of wolves c) cubs d) fangs
e) a den f) sticks g) a wolf ’s paw with claws

1.______ , 2.______ , 3. ______ , 4. ______ , 5. ______ , 6. ______ 

KEY to A: 1c, 2a, 3g, 4e, 5b, 6d

a) ___________________________ b) ___________________________

c) ___________________________ d) ___________________________

e) ___________________________ f) ___________________________
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B/Do the calculations and then copy the words in ascending order, from the smallest to 
the largest number.  Remember to begin each sentence with a capital letter.

a)

31 – 8 = 24 – 7= 9 – 4 = 30 – 3 = 19 – 8 = 24 – 5 = 29 – 1 = 39 – 15 = 18 – 9 = 5 – 2 =

jungle of the your laws the cubs to teach I

_______________________________________________________________________________ .

b)

6 + 9 = 1 + 3 = 3 + 9 = 5 + 3 = 4 + 2 = 7 + 7 =

jungle the of law � rst the

_______________________________________________________________________________ .

c) 

28 : 4 = 36 : 2 = 16 + 18 = 6 : 4 = 4 × 7 = 42 – 17 = 3 × 3 = 56 – 32 = 17 – 4 = 3 × 7 =

am and a I not wolf a am wolf I

_______________________________________________________________________________ .

KEY to B:
a) I teach the laws of the jungle to your cubs.
b) � e � rst law of the jungle.
c) I am a wolf and I am not a wolf.
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KEY: free answers

2.10 EGGHEAD

A/Weird is Cool 

Here are items that have been a stigma in the last 50 or so years and were a source of 
bullying in the classroom. Which ones do you think are still considered inappropriate/
weird/unacceptable today? To your mind, are they so justi� ably? 

• Wearing glasses
• Being overweight
• Being thin
• Being very tall
• Being very short
• Being le� -handed
• Being a single child
• Being a child of a single mum
• Having divorced parents
• Having an unemployed parent/parents
• Having a manually-working parent
• Wearing second-hand/cheap clothing
• Not having a smartphone
• Not being good at sports (e.g. boys at soccer) 
• Not having been abroad

Make a list of items that you consider weird today. A� er � nishing the list, discuss with your 
parents or friends:? Why are those things considered weird
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2.11 ENJOY NEW YORK

A/Word search puzzle. Find the names of districts in New York.

S T A T E N I L B

B A Q U E A S M R

M E U M A N L A O

Q T E N B R A N O

T H E B R O N X K

M A N Q B K D E L

A M S R L A K Q Y

M A N H A T T A N

KEY to A:

S T A T E N I L B

B A Q U E A S M R

M E U M A N L A O

Q T E N B R A N O

T H E B R O N X K

M A N Q B K D E L

A M S R L A K Q Y

M A N H A T T A N
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2.12 TREASURE ISLAND

A/Complete each sentence with the correct form of a verb in the simple past tense.

 1. Jim h _ _ _ _ a noise and h _ _ under the bridge.

 2. � e pirate d _ _ _ _ a glass of rum.

 3. Jim looked at the pirate’s hand. He h _ _ only three � ngers.

 4. When Jim w _ _ _ back to the room, Billy Bones was lying on the � oor.

 5. Billy Bones and Captain Flint h _ _ lots of adventures together.

 6. � e blind man g _ _ _ Billy a note and le�  quickly.

 7. Billy’s face w _ _ _ very white.

 8. In the corner of the chest Jim f _ _ _ _ a small bag of coins.

 9. � e doctor t _ _ _ Jim to his house and the boy t _ _ _ him the story.

10. When Mr. Trelawney was in Bristol he m _ _ a man with one leg.

11. Jim f _ _ _ very proud when he h _ _ _ _ what Silver said.

12. � e squire c _ _ _ _ the crew of the ship himself.

13. Jim jumped out of the boat and r _ _ into the woods.

14. Jim s _ _ the pirate’s � ag on the ship.

15. � e pirates b _ _ _ _ the doctor’s small boat.

16. � e captain’s men f _ _ _ _ _ hard and in the end they w _ _.

17. During the pirates’ attack, the captain b _ _ _ _ his arm.

18. � e waves g _ _ bigger and bigger and Jim t _ _ _ _ _ _ he was going to drown.

19. Jim climbed over the wall and c _ _ _ _ to the house.

20. Jim didn’t know if Silver m _ _ _ _ what he said.

KEY to A:
1. heard, hid; 2. drank; 3. had; 4. went; 5. had; 6. gave, le� ; 7. went; 8. found; 9. took, told; 10. met; 11. felt, heard; 
12. chose; 13. ran; 14. saw; 15. burnt; 16. fought, won; 17. broke; 18. got, thought; 19. crept; 20. meant
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B/Match the verbs in column A with the most appropriate words in column B. � en use 
each phrase in an appropriate sentence below. You may have to change the form of the 
verb.

A B

 1. explore a. the gun

 2. go b. ashore

 3. point c. the treasure

 4. take d. safe

 5. bury e. his patients

 6. feel f. the island

 7. sail g. a shortcut

 8. examine h. with fear

 9. tremble i. our attack

10. plan j. the ship

 1. Jim wanted to  and see all of it.

 2. Let’s  through the woods.

 3. He  on this island.

 4. � e captain let them  and relax .

 5. He  and gave them some medicine.

 6. He  at the captain.

 7. Jim ran until he  .

 8. We are alone now and we can  .

 9. � ey  towards the beech.

10. Jim  when he saw the knife.

KEY to B:

1-f, sentence 1; 2-b, sentence 4; 3-a, sentence 6; 4-g, sentence 2; 5-c, sentence 3;   
6-d, sentence 7; 7-j, sentence 9; 8-e, sentence 5; 9-h, sentence 10; 10-i, sentence 8.


